
July 5, 2001

PRELIMINARY NOTIFICATION OF EVENT OR UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE -- PNO-III-01-020

This preliminary notification constitutes EARLY notice of events of POSSIBLE safety or public
interest significance.  The information is as initially received without verification or evaluation,
and is basically all that is known by the Region III staff on this date.  

Facility
Dresden 3
Exelon Nuclear
Morris IL
Docket  No. 50-249 

Licensee Emergency Classification
___Notification of Unusual Event
   X Alert 
      Site Area Emergency
      General Emergency
 _  Not Applicable                 

SUBJECT: MANUAL REACTOR SCRAM DUE TO INCREASING DRYWELL PRESSURE

DESCRIPTION: 

At 10:06 a.m. on July 5, 2001, plant operators manually scrammed the reactor because of
increasing pressure within the reactor drywell.  All control rods inserted fully, safely shutting
down the reactor, and all plant safety systems functioned normally.  Reactor conditions were
reported stable and normal, following the shutdown.

Unit 2 was not affected by the shutdown and remained at 100 percent power.

Reactor cooling was maintained using the main condenser and normal feedwater system.  All
emergency core cooling system equipment was available, but not needed.

The NRC senior resident inspector, on duty at the plant, reported that the pressure within the
drywell, the steel structure surrounding the reactor and cooling system components, was about
2 pounds per square inch above the normal pressure.  The temperature in the drywell also
increased about 15 degrees F.  Radiation levels within the drywell were reported normal.   
There was no release of radioactivity associated with the event.

At 11:30 a.m. the drywell temperature and pressure were reported to be gradually decreasing.

The licensee is investigating the cause of the increased temperature and pressure.  The Senior
Resident Inspector and another NRC senior resident inspector are onsite, monitoring the
licensee�s response.  Region III (Chicago) activated its Incident Response Center and entered
monitoring phase of normal mode at 11:09 a.m.  This is the lowest level of agency emergency
response. 

The licensee issued a news release on the shutdown.

The State of Illinois will be informed.  The information in this preliminary notification has been
reviewed with licensee management.

Region III (Chicago) was informed of the shutdown by the Senior Resident Inspector at
10:25 a.m. CDT.  This information is current as of 12 noon CDT.
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